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Sterling Silver
Edition of 495
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Sterling Silver
Edition of 495
Medium £350
Large £399

When renowned sculptor Jennine Parker saw the
opportunity to translate some of her powerful bronze
figures into delicate silver jewellery, the results were
better than even she expected

t’s taken more than a year
for the germ of an idea to
come to fruition, but now an
exciting collection of limited
edition fine silver jewellery that recreates
the strong sculptural lines of her already
successful bronze pieces is due to hit galleries late spring. Parker says: “Each piece has a
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textural feel, and a strong sense of physical
movement - elements that I have carried
over from my sculpture, but although these
pieces are smaller they absolutely retain
the power and energy of the larger works
of art.”
Fascinated with the beauty and curvaciousness of the female form, Jennine has
always tried to incorporate simple flowing
lines into her work. “My passion is definitely
the human form, I love perfect lines, and
the human figure creates many interesting
shapes that are pleasing to the eye. More
than anything I love the fact that people
are drawn to the shapes I create, and seem
to feel the need to touch and hold them,
which is a deliberate intention on my part.”
As with her sculptural work Jennine
works to combine different surfaces within
a piece, and it is the juxtaposition of super
smooth polished silver with a rougher,
almost organically formed style, that sets
her apart from a traditional silversmith.

These special pieces feel hand crafted, with
the attention of an artist’s eye. “Learning
about the process of creating jewellery has
opened up a new creative path for me, and
it is thrilling to see that my art can be worn
as jewellery,” she says.
This first jewellery collection consists of
earrings, rings bangles, and pendant necklaces. All are limited edition pieces of £495
and made in Sterling Silver.

Available in galleries
late spring

